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PREFACE
I wrote this book to prove to myself, friends and
acquaintances, both supportive and doubting alike, that I
could actually finish writing this story. Yes, not only for the
personal satisfaction of doing so, but also to become a published
and recognized author. This virtual fiction and narrative type
of story, is liberally expounded and based on an embellished
combination of some of my more fanciful and lucid dreams,
poems and short stories. I am proud to say that in May of 2012,
I had my first Sci-Fi Fantasy novel entitled The Andromeda
Incident published, as well as my second novel The Captain’s
Propensity, published in July, 2013. Out of Chaos Comes
Hope, is my third and final novel/sequel in my Sci-Fi Fantasy
Trilogy. My next planned and tentative novel entitled; The
Mole Mountain Monster, will be a Sci-Fi Detective Mystery
featuring the familiar character and shiny black metal robot
Monteczuma, from my previous Sci-fi Fantasy Trilogy.
Ronald James DeNardo
The Author
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Earthdate Arrival
800,000 B.C.E.

A

lright, folks, the last thing I recall doing before finding
myself suddenly in what I correctly assumed to be the
ancient continent of Atlantis, is that I was fondly saying
good-bye to my friends. Yes, to both Gnowee and KuKulcan,
who were mournfully standing there sobbing their eyes out,
over the possibility of losing me forever. If not mistaken, I
believe it was while I was giving them this fond farewell by
hurriedly blinking my eyes, just seconds prior to my quickly
disappearing in a streak of bright blue and blinding light. And
how suddenly, I would guesstimate, within a millisecond, thanks
to the Time and Space Continuum Device; I found myself
standing inside a humongous sized crystal pyramid. ‘How in
the hell’, I curiously queried myself, did I get to ‘Wherever’,
so damn fast? Anyway, I guess it did not really matter, since
here I was and there was evidently nothing I could currently
do about it. Well, at least until I absolutely determined, as
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to where the heck I truly was. For, once accomplished such,
I could subsequently do something to remedy my current
situation. But before I could say, ‘Great Myrddin’s Ghost and
just prior to fully accepting my predicament without too
much self-consternation and throwing my arms up in despair,
I was swiftly, surprisingly and completely surrounded. Yeah,
like totally, by a bunch of at least six very strange looking
and ancient Egyptian-style dressed, brusque-like Hominids.
Of course, I was taken quite aback, not only by their sudden
appearance seemingly out of nowhere, but also by the grim
look on their faces. And also by rushing towards me, as though
they were intent on capturing me, for yet some undetermined
and clandestine purpose. Well, as they were carrying out their
secretive maneuvers and orders, I hastily looked around for
an escape route. Sadly, not seeing any possible places for me to
speedily high-tail it out of there, I frightfully hunched down,
cowered and covered my head and shoulders with both my
arms and then anxiously awaited, for them to do whatever
they had planned to do unto me, to occur.
And so, in my hunched-down, fetus-like and most
uncomfortable position, with my eyes still tightly shut, I
anticipatively awaited, a seemingly immeasurable amount of
time, for something dreadful to occur. But thankfully, what
harmful things I dreadfully expected and assumed would
happen, did not come to fruition. However, just to make
damn certain, I went ahead and kept my eyes closed an extra
two minutes or so. Then, as I eventually, curiously and slowly
opened my eyes, thinking that I would see that bunch of armed
Egyptian-like warriors still threateningly encircling me, what
a tremendous shock I got. For, instead of laying my baby
blues upon what I frightfully expected to see, there, standing
ominously before me was one goddamn amazing vision. So
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astounding, in fact, that it actually caused me to fall completely
over backwards. And once there, laying face-up and spread
eagle upon the cold crystalline floor, I could not help but to
continue, with great awe, staring at this most majestic appearing
Being. Yes, a grand personage, whom was somewhat scary, but
yet extremely good-looking both at the same time. Whom of
which, was exquisitely dressed in one of the most fabulous
Egyptian-like costumes, that I evermore laid my astonished
eyes upon, ever before. Yes, a Being, of what I automatically
assumed to be a man, so grandiose, who was intently gawking
back at me with a very puzzled and curious look upon ‘Its’
astoundingly beautiful face. Seemingly, as though, he was
trying to figure out, what in Aurelian hell, I could have been
so shockingly afraid of. I, of course was thinking likewise, as to
why I should be frightened of a magnificent looking, and most
assuredly a loving Being, as this. And, as well, at the band of
similarly outfitted, spear carrying and beautiful entities that
had proceeded him and were still standing there ominously,
all about me. Of which I hoped, were only there to protect
this most omnipotent of Beings and not something more dire,
such as, being here as commanded by someone, to either arrest
and or to kill me on the spot. But, getting back, as to exactly
why, this extremely beautiful personage was intently gazing
upon me, so intensely, I could not, to save my life figure out.
Well, that was until I realized that I was stark naked, had a
raging hard-on and acting quite bizarrely. Anyway, folks, after
realizing my crazy-like state of mind, and that I was sporting
a banana-sized boner, I quickly gathered my composure and
hurriedly forced myself to go flaccid. Which, of course,
after those ominous-looking bodyguards noticed my calmer
demeanor and thus realized I was no threat unto their
Master; they immediately let down their guard and backed
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off somewhat. Soon thereafter, the personage I referred to
as ‘The Omnipotent One,’ began to slowly and cautiously
approach me. And as he did such, he kept a close watch on
me, as well as his seven, well-armed bodyguards suspiciously
did. You know, just in case I decided to act up once again and
tried to pull something funny or act in a menacing manner.
Oh yes, immediately after, ‘The Omnipotent One’, gave them
a stern glance and a nod, they perked themselves up, quickly
put their quite dangerous looking spear shafts down and stood
at attention. Which, enabled them, since they were still in
spear’s reach of me, to be ready, willing and able to react unto
any sort of threatening gestures I just might foolishly make
towards their glorious looking and attired leader. Oh, by the
way, since I cannot get my mind off how this most grandiose
looking Being appeared and was magnificently dressed; I will
now proceed to describe him unto you in great detail, as well
as, this wondrous pyramidal structure, that I currently found
myself mysteriously and nakedly within.
Alright, this omnipotent vizier, sage, architect, astrologer
and present king of Atlantis’ first dynasty, I believe, currently
goes by the name of Herishef-Hotep. Who peacefully and
lovingly co-ruled the continent of Atlantis, between its
founding in 800,000 B.C.E until the year 600,000 B.C.E. And
then after leaving Atlantis, he migrated unto Northern Africa,
where he founded, established and ruled over the very ancient
civilization of Egypt as both its Pharaoh and high priest.
Alright, having told you bit about his background and history,
I will, as promised, now describe some of Herishef-Hotep’s,
personal attributes. Well, to begin with, Herishef-Hotep, I
guesstimate, stood some 2.1336 meters in height and thus a most
awe inspiring, beautiful and quite muscular appearing being.
Also, his girth, I would say, was approximately 0.762 meters in
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circumference. His slightly large, yet perfectly proportioned
head and face were also rather majestic as well. He truly was a
very beautiful and astounding being indeed, with the whitest
of short-cropped hair, framing his exceptionally handsome,
bronze-skinned and flawless face. Of which, also had perfectly
placed upon and deeply set within it, the most intense azure
and soul searching eyes, I had ever seen and or experienced.
And heaven forbid, lest me not forget his very large, luscious
and ruby-red lips. Yes, the kind of lips anyone would love to
admire and kiss for hours on end. Sorry there folks and please
excuse me, for leaving you in the lurch momentarily, while I
got carried away and lost in lustful pleasure and daydreaming
about my passionately making out with Herishef-Hotep.
Okay now, where was I? Oh yes my dears, I believe that
I was describing Herishef-Hotep, sexy mouth and lips unto
you. Theretofore, from what I could pick up telepathically
and therefore, can knowingly say such, that HerishefHotep is definitely a Tri-bred Being, and or to put it more
understandably, a combination of the Hu-Man, Aurelian
and Martian species. How you may ask, could I be certain
of my telepathic deduction. Well, my dears, it is because of
my having both met and known each of the aforementioned
combination species of Aliens, personally, in both the future
and in the past. Now please, since I proved my correctness, as
usual, let me continue recounting what this truly awesome
entity was wearing. Therefore, to begin with, he was sensually
draped in such magnificent garb; that was so beautiful, that
just looking upon it nearly took my breath away. Well, come
to think of it, maybe not, for I believe I have seen something
similar before. For you see, if I recall correctly, it was fabricated
somewhat akin to very short Egyptian-like costumes, worn by
the Fortieth Century U.L.O.P. Space Service. Anyway, what
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he was wearing, even if it was similar to my time period’s
timeline garments, was still quite awe inspiring. For I truly
believe, if it was indeed fabricated as in the Fortieth Century,
it thus had to be made from 48 karat Gold Lame’. How I could
definitely tell such, was, by the way, it gloriously shined, like the
highly golden Rigelian Sun itself, and how it perfectly draped
itself so marvelously about and enhancing Herishef-Hotep’s
powerfully built physique. Yes, in and including sensuously
embellishing Herishef-Hotep’s every bodily nook, cranny,
crevice and bump. But, especially in how it laid midway up
and upon his quite muscular thighs, thus slightly revealing,
when his manly legs were positioned in a certain sexy manner,
his shadowed crotch. Which, of course, immediately made me
grow even more desirous, not only of his physical appearance
but also of his exuding sensuousness, manliness and strength.
Please excuse me again folks, for going off into another
one of my sexual tangents and unknowingly leaving you
momentarily alone. Thankfully, though, I am back now and
thus believe, at least mentally, I am ready to continue on with
my description of Herishef-Hotep. But, as for my lustful
tendencies, well that is something I will need to continue
working on. So, as I promised earlier, I will resume with and
try to finish up describing Herishef-Hotep appearance and his
effect upon me. And yes, I promise that I will try to do such,
without any more erotic based interruptions, whatsoever.
Okay, here I go, so please pay close attention, for I will not repeat
myself. Well, a couple of other, very awe-inspiring items that
Herishef-Hotep was also sporting, included an intricate and
fanciful headpiece and truly bizarre looking sandals. Yes, in
that both his headdress and footwear were a bit more elaborate
in design and seemingly made from a stiffer and more of a
better grade of leather-like material, that is, compared to the
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rest of his clothing. Which of course, I believe was expected
for a person of his supposedly high rank, to wear. Anyway, I
think I will begin from the bottom up, by firstly describing
his sandals, which were coated from heel to toe with 64 karat
gold leaf. Of which, by the way, were also covered in some
sort of mysterious and ancient occult engravings. Of which,
as I correctly assumed, these inscriptions represented some
of Atlantean archaic religious beliefs and therefore, were
quite significant and meaningful unto him and the rest of the
Atlantean race. Theretofore, as I, out of the blue and suddenly
decided, I will sway away, temporarily, from my describing
what else Herishef-Hotep was wearing, And thus, will attempt
to interpret, via my vast knowledge of ancient civilization’s
occult theological symbols, what they, could actually mean.
Well, first of all, these Atlantean religious emblems
seem to be quite similar to the ones used in the upcoming
future Egyptian civilization. But also, even more amazing by
the Fortieth century United League of Planet’s hierarchical
class and military. But sadly, in that futuristic time period,
those meaningful occult symbols have lost all of their pious
meanings and interpretations. Which of course is due to the
U.L.O.P.’s galaxy-wide ban on all such religious beliefs and
practices. Anyway, before I get too carried away with my time
period’s, of which I hail from, idiotic rules and regulations,
let me get back to my describing these Atlantean symbols,
especially since I really should move on to something less
irritating. That is, before I get so irate and go off on an endless
tangent, concerning what is wrong with the United League of
Planets’ quite strict belief system. Theretofore, to avoid such
a typical Kinipshin Fit, I will get back and resume decoding,
what both the 355.60 millimeter long sandals and the 508.00
millimeter in circumference headdress, had intricately carved
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upon them. Okay, here goes. These abstruse Atlantean designs,
of which, included at least six on each sandal and headdress
were the Scarab Beetles, Winged Solar Disks and finally, the
Ankh and or Egyptian Crosses. Here then, to satisfy your
overwhelming curiosity, is the description and meaning of
each abovementioned symbol. And please pay close attention,
for as I sternly mentioned earlier unto you, I do not and will
not repeat myself, what-so-fricken-ever. Alrighty, the Scarab
Beetle, also called the dung beetle, is termed such, because of
its practice of rolling a ball of dung across the ground. The
Atlanteans and the Egyptians thus observing this insect’s
behavior, equated it with the ball of the sun being rolled across
the sky. They also confused this balled-up food source with
the egg sack that the female dung beetle laid and buried in the
sand. So, when the eggs hatched, the dung beetles would seem
to appear from nowhere, making it a symbol of spontaneous
creation. Theretofore, in this role, it was associated with
the sunrise. Khepri was the scarab headed god. The Winged
Solar Disk, represents the form that the god Horus Behudety
(Horus of Edfu) takes in his battles with Seth. The god Thoth
used his magic to turn Horus into a sun-disk with splendid
outstretched wings. The goddesses Nekhbet and Uazet in the
form of Uraeus snakes joined him at his side. The Ankh, is the
symbol of eternal life. The Atlantean and Egyptian gods are
often seen holding an ankh to someone’s lips and therefore, is
considered to be an offering of The Breath of Life, and or the
breath you will need in the afterlife.
Okay, enough of my describing Herishef-Hotep’s
clothing and their inscribed occult meanings. For I truly want
to and should get back to what was happening presently,
between, he, I and his bodyguards. Now, where was I? Oh
yes, I was frightfully laying flatly down upon my back on the
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surprisingly warm and pink marbled floor of this humongous
crystalline pyramid. Yes, with Herishef-Hotep and his, highly
on edge, well-armed and burly bodyguards still ominously
hovering over me. Thankfully, for me, though, once they saw
Herishef-Hoptep unhesitatingly approaching me and then get
down upon his left knee; they finally lowered their immensely
long and sharp spears. Of which, by the way, they did, only
after observing him comforting me, as they correctly assumed,
in a fond, caring and pitying manner. Which gratefully caused
them, besides lowering their weapons, to relax enough to drop
their guard momentarily, as well. Theretofore, giving HerishefHoptep the go-ahead to proceed, without any hesitation
whatsoever, to grab me from my underarms and gently lift
me up off the beautiful crystal palace’s tiled floor. However, as
I, anxiously noticed as Herishef-Hoptep was raising me up, his
distrustful entourage of bodyguards were still carefully and
suspiciously watching me, eagle eye-like. I too of course kept
a close and suspicious watch on them as well, you know, just
in case they thought that I might try to harm their master,
in some detrimental way. But thankfully, Herishef-Hotep,
the bodyguard’s omnipotent keeper, sensing and seeing their
suspiciousness nature, gave them an affirmative head nod.
Thus letting them know, quite definitely, to hold off on
acting on such unfounded suspicions. Soon thereafter, once
Herishef-Hotep realized that his guards dutifully obeyed
his silent command and were standing down, he continued
lifting me carefully and gently up. And after long last, I was
completely up and steadily standing upright and able to calm
myself somewhat. That is thanks, not only to Herishef-Hotep’s
strong and supportive arms, but also unto his bodyguards
who were still standing at ease. Of which, after seeing and
noticing such, led me to give out a big sigh of relief and to my
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immediately stopping my uncontrollable and becoming to get
quite irritating, bawling.
Which, of course, thankfully allowed me to turn my
attention towards, how sensually good it felt to be held in
the strong and supportive arms, of this most sensuous of
creatures, Herishef-Hotep, himself. Yes, and if need be, to go
completely limp, so he could hold me, I sincerely hoped, even
closer, securely and more lovingly. And while being held in
such a sensuously fantasized manner, in those muscular arms
of his and if those sexual reveries of mine came true, he would
proceed to comfort, kiss and carry me off unto his private
quarters. But unfortunately for me, those somewhat silly
imaginings of mine, only partly came true. For you see what
actually occurred, was that once he had me in his arms, he did
hold me tight, but only to make sure that I was secure enough
to carry me off, quite quickly, unto his awaiting and very sleek
looking, Levi-Craft. Of which, by the way, I was completely
unaware of it even arriving. Mainly due, I assume, to my not
being able to notice or hear anything whatsoever, while in
this deep relaxing and sensually enamored state of mine. And
another reason my dears, was because, soon after HerishefHotep helped me up and placed me securely in his arms, he
hurriedly slipped, to my total disbelief and protest, a black
meshed alumisteel bag over my trembling head. And oh yes, he
also proceeded to spray some sort of orange smelling mist into
my nostrils. An unexpected and frightening action indeed,
that like instantly paralyzed my entire, already somewhat limp
body. And while he was doing such, he surprised me even more
by kindly saying unto me, in a most deep and melodious tone,
“Hush up my dearest Robie, for very soon now everything will
be okay. So, please calm yourself the best you can. My reason
for covering your head is to make sure, at least for the present
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moment, that you are not able to see much of Oceanus and
that my fellow citizens do not observe you. But, especially as
to where I am about to take you unto. However, once you
are officially debriefed, I promise that you will be given free
range of our beautiful capital of Oceanus. So, hang in there,
for as long as you can. Can you do that for me, my precious
one?” I of course, being smart enough to know and realizing
that there was absolutely nothing I could do about my current
predicament, I kept, my usually loud mouth, shut. And tried,
my damnedest, with all of my will, to keep still as a Jeraian
Dormouse. Of which, by the way, I was quite surprisingly,
even unto myself, capable of doing.
Therefore, folks, since I currently find myself in such a
precarious and blinded situation, where I am forced to keep,
my sometimes trouble-stirring trap shut, I will pass on to you,
what I telepathically and curiously asked Herishef-Hotep to
describe. And my reason for doing so, of course was as you
well damn know, I could not see a goddamn frucken thing.
Yep, and thus due, again as you should have realized, to my not
being able or allowed to lift up my blindfold-like sack, to see
much of Grand Pyramid’s interior and exterior, for myself.
Of which, as you already probably guessed, I truly hated not
being permitted to do such a thing. But what else could I do,
for it was the only feasible way, currently available unto me.
So, lay off of me, will you! Anyway, here goes. But please, as I
re-relate this unto you, pay the strictest attention for I cannot
and will not repeat what I am about to expound. Alright, let
me see now, how much can I recall and impart clearly unto
you. Oh yes, soon after mysteriously arriving inside this Grand
Pyramid and before being roughly blindfolded, I thankfully
began taking mental notes of what I saw. And is something,
for your information, that I usually do when confronted with
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such a flabbergasting sight. Well, this massive Grand Pyramid,
as explicitly explained telepathically unto me by HerishefHotep, not only serves as a spacecraft transportation hub, but
also as a national art and science museum. Yes, very similar
to the yet future, but very technically backward, smaller
and inconveniently situated Hartsfield Airport located in
Atlanta, Georgia. Where in the Atlantean Grand Central
Space/Transportation Port’s case, it is much more advanced
technologically, larger in size and has a more convenient
location; yes, right smack-dab in the center of the whole of the
Atlantean Continent. Plus and quite amazingly similar unto,
as the Earth itself was also situated, at least way back then in
800,000 B.C.E. in the center of the Milky Way Galaxy. And,
of which, by the way, did not come unto its present locality, at
the very edge of the Milky Way, until it was knocked out of its
original orbit and sent flying, by the rogue planet Xcaliberon
of Nibiru fame. Anyway, this most massive and beautiful of
Space Ports, that I ever beheld, was of course pyramid-like
in shape. And as I observed many moons later, most of the
buildings in Atlantis were constructed in that particular
pyramidal shape. Also, the GCSTP, again like a lot of Oceanus’
public buildings, were constructed of the clearest and most
radiant rainbow-hued crystal, I could have ever imagined
to exist. ‘Absolutely not’, I thought unto myself, could there
be such a similar and magnificent structure anywhere else
in the currently explored Universe. And the reason I could
say such a thing, my dears, was because, this colossal building,
astoundingly stood some 1.524 kilometers tall with a 1.609344
kilometer sized footprint. Yes, it truly indeed was one of the
most massive, outstanding, beautiful edifices and busiest
spaceport/transportation centers in all of Atlantis, upon
Earth and throughout both nearby and faraway Galaxies.
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Well, in actuality, according to statistics, the Atlantean
Grand Central Space/Transportation Port is one of the busiest
and most stupendous Space/Transportation Ports in the Milky
Way Galaxy, that has non-stop traffic coming and going twenty
nine/eight. Yes, either in the number of arrivals or departures,
via all types of spacecraft, Mag-lev trains or personal floating
vehicles, from and unto all parts of the Earth and throughout all
of the currently known Galaxies. And, oh yes, I must not forget
to mention also, the thousands of different types of aliens and
Hu-Mans milling about and who instantaneously come and
go, appear and disappear via the hundreds of Teleportation
Devices. Yes, all of this wondrous activity going on quite
safely and all at once without interruption, despite the massive
amounts of Beings, busily going hither, thither and about their
personal business. Yes, literally millions of them, each and every
day, going unto their particular destinations, to somewhere
here on in Atlantis, the Planet Earth and or off unto some farflung Galaxy. What a truly amazing and flabbergasting sight,
once I am able to experience it for myself, it would be to behold.
Especially in the sense, that with so many beings rushing about,
coming and going at one time, nobody ever crashes into one
another. Yes somehow, they amazingly do such without incident,
whatsoever. And sometimes, if not in too much of a hurry, they
will even slow down and take the time to visit and enjoy; some of
the many fine restaurants, shops or museums this grand facility
has to offer. Or, or they feel so impelled to; they will, out of the
kindness of their big and expansive hearts, say hello to a friend.
And or if required, give assistance or aid without hesitation or
desire to receive anything in return, unto someone they either
know personally and or unto a total stranger. For it seems that
this Atlantean society, is of a much gentler, kinder, loving and
of the non-judgmental sort. Which causes them, not to care
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all that much about another being’s outer appearance, social
standing and or educational level. But, more of what a Being
is truly like inside/spiritually. And sometimes, if they feel the
need or desire to get to know some stranger better or catchup with a friend or family member, they will take the time to
do such. For you see, no one is in any sort of hurry, schedule
or timeline. For all come and go at their leisure, and therefore,
can take their time to do whatever they damn well please. Thus,
once again, giving them the opportunity, if so inclined, to give
business and support, unto the hundreds of the bartering shops,
restaurants, coffee shops, etcetera, scattered throughout this
massively grandiose structure.
Yes, as unbelievable as it may sound, back when Atlantis
was in its Golden Age, no one ever worried or fretted about
being late. For no one at all was on any sort of time schedule.
For you see everyone was either an independent business
person and or did not need to work at all. In other words,
every single inhabitant of Atlantis was properly and fully
taken care of. And the reason for that my friends, is because
it was/is one of the most perfect socialistic/freest societies,
I have ever encountered, where everyone shared its wealth
and benefits therefrom. Yes, truly and totally free of all cost,
whatsoever; including products, food, services, education,
housing and even lovemaking. Of which, I can truthfully tell
you from my heart, is certainly so, after having the chance
to experience it first hand. However, before I get back to my
current predicament, I must give credit unto the Atlanteans
for creating and keeping such a wonderful civilization such as
this, continuously going strong. Nevertheless, please remember,
what I am about to impart unto you is just hearsay. For, I have
not been here in Atlantis long enough to find out for myself,
if all of this information I have been told so far, is factual or
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not. In and including, what the Luciferins themselves may
actually look like, of whom by the way, are both the founders
and current ruling class of Atlantis and thus I have not been
allowed to meet yet. Which is mainly due, to my still being
held captive and under protective custody, supposedly for my
own protection. That is until, my so-called Atlantean hosts
decide it is safe enough for me to be let loose to go out and
explore Atlantis all by lonesome. But until they do set me free,
I will now go ahead and tell you as much of what I know to be
truthful about the Luciferins and Atlantis and stop griping
about my poor pitiful plight.
Well, the continent of Atlantis was originally founded
by and ruled peacefully for eons, by a race of Extraterrestrial
beings known as the Luciferins. The Luciferins herald from
the Draco Dwarf Galaxy, a spheroidal galaxy and a satellite
galaxy to the Milky Way. It has very little interstellar dust
and contains mostly old stars; a significant number of red
giants, five carbon stars and more than 260 variables, most of
them RR Lyrae-type. Draco also belongs to the Ursa Major
family of constellations, along with Ursa Major, Ursa Minor,
Canes Venatici, Bootes, Coma Berenices, Corona Borealis,
Camelopardalis, Leo Minor and Lynx. Now, as far as the
appearance of the Luciferins themselves. But, please before I
proceed, remember that what I am about to describe unto you
is purely hearsay. For, I have not yet had the privilege to meet
a full-blooded Luciferin in person. However, as promised,
by my host, Herishef-Hotep, who, by the way, is half human
and half Luciferin himself, I would have that opportunity to
do so, quite soon. Of which would hopefully be in a couple
of days, and or, once I had fully recovered from my, totally
unbeknownst unto me, amorphic surgery. Yes, exactly what
you, my 21st. Century readers think of, as some sort of Plastic
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Surgery. And as you and I may wonder, what was the reason
for that unexpected operation? Well, folks, as Herishef-Hotep
explained days after I had fully recovered from this mysterious
surgery, was for a new identity, so I, would not be recognized
by any U.L.O.P. Assassins, who, by the way, were out to
find and assassinate me. Oops, sorry folks, for going off, yet
again, on another tangent concerning my personal concerns.
Alright then, where was I? Oh yes, I believe that I was just
about to describe unto you, with Herishef-Hotep’s provided
information, what full-blooded Luciferins may actually look
like. Okay then, here goes. So, please keep your traps shut and
listen carefully, while I do such, for I as I have told you many
times before, I will not repeat myself.
Alright, do not get your apron in a wad. So, these
Luciferins are an ancient hybrid race; surprisingly, a cross
between the Aurelian and Martian Races. Of which, I assume,
took place millions of eons ago. Thus making it, of course,
hard for anyone to determine if that rumor is true or not.
But however long ago, or where in the Universe, it may have
occurred; the result was a cross-breed that is quite formidable
and magnificent in both appearance and height. Being such, in
that they stand nearly 3.048 meters tall and are at least 0.9144
meters girth, and or, in circumference. They are also relatively
muscular and of perfectly proportioned build. In fact, they, as
I have or will soon see for myself, are quite perfect, not only
physically, but also spiritually, intellectually and emotionally.
These highly beautiful beings additionally possess some of the
most beautifully colored, smoothest and shiniest skin I have
ever beheld. For you see, their skin color is a combination of
candy-apple red and bronze. Yes, quite similar to a Martian’s
bronze skin, but with more of a copper-ish tone. And as I
had been formerly warned, make sure you do not look at
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these Luciferins while they are being hit by full sunlight. For
if you foolishly do such, be ready to be blinded temporarily
and or even permanently. Because my dears, the reflection
of sunlight given off by their tremendously shiny skin is so
awfully radiant and intense, that it will most likely burn out
your eye’s retinas. All of which depends, of course, as to how
bright the sun is and or how close you are standing to this
immensely brilliant Being. Anyway, please be careful and keep
in mind to approach a Luciferin from a side angle, where the
sun will not and cannot reflect its intense light directly back
into your eyes. And or even better, if you plan on approaching
a Luciferin, do such in shadow or at night only.
So, having warned you and reminded myself properly,
about the possible and detrimental effects of looking upon
a Luciferin’s skin in full sunlight, hopefully we will both
keep that forewarning in mind at all times. Therefore, I
will get back to finishing up my description of these most
magnificent of Beings. I will thus continue by describing their
facial features, of which, is an exquisite and stunning example
of what a cross between two astoundingly beautiful Alien
species could surely produce. In that, besides the Martians and
Aurelian’s slight physical resemblance, the Luciferins possess
bodily attributes their progenetors do not have, such as pointy
ears, small residual horns and a tail. The Luciferins also have
similar emotional and psychological characteristics of both
the Aurelians and Martians, but thankfully, a somewhat more
milder temperament. Now getting back to their beautiful
faces, that are perfectly framed, quite beautifully, by shortcropped raven-black hair, eyebrows, a mustache and goatee.
They also possess, as I was further cautioned about, some of the
most intense, red glowing and mesmerizing eyes. Hence, once
again, please be careful to try to catch yourself, when you feel
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impelled to look deeply into those spellbinding eyes of theirs.
Because, if you unfortunately do so, you will most assuredly
become entranced by them. Of which, I guarantee; you will
have the damndest time breaking such a captivating trance.
So, once again, I warn you to be careful when looking directly
at these Luciferins. And oh, by the way, these Luciferins wear
no clothing whatsoever, therefore, be prepared to be shocked
as well. But, especially when taking in their full nakedness for
the very first time, after the sun sets or in a shaded area. For
you will definitely be stupefied at what you will most assuredly
see. Therefore, if you are squeamish or have ill feelings about
looking upon a naked male Alien, please keep your eyes tightly
shut. Good luck though trying to keep them closed for a long
period of time. Because, once you are engaged in conversation
with them, count on doing so for a prolonged time. For just
as they can mesmerize you with their intense eyes, they can
also do such via their smooth and melodious speech, as well
with their very interesting stories. Now that I warned you
beforehand, I will therefore, continue describing their other
and quite astonishing looking body parts.
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